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Quantization of the mean decay time for non-Hermitian quantum systems
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We show that the mean time, which a quantum particle needs to escape from a system to the environment,
is quantized and independent from most dynamical details of the system. In particular, we consider a quantum
system with a general Hermitian Hamiltonian Ĥ and one decay channel, through which probability dissipates to
the environment with rate �. When the system is initially prepared exactly in the decay state, the mean decay time
〈T 〉 is quantized and equal to w/(2�). w is the number of distinct energy levels, i.e., eigenvalues of Ĥ , that have
overlap with the decay state, and is also the winding number of a transform of the resolvent in the complex plane.
Apart from the integer w, 〈T 〉 is completely independent of the system’s dynamics. The complete decay time
distribution can be obtained from an electrostatic analogy and features rare events of very large dissipation times
for parameter choices close to critical points, where w changes, e.g., when a degeneracy is lifted. Experiments of
insufficient observation time may thus measure a too small value of w. We discuss our findings in a disordered
tight-binding model and in the two-level atom in a continuous-wave field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantization of certain observables is the very eponym
of quantum theory. Topological and geometrical phases pro-
vide nontrivial mechanisms to this end [1,2]. At the core of
conventional quantum physics lies the Schrödinger equation
with a Hermitian Hamiltonian Ĥ . Yet, Hermiticity is not sa-
cred and the ubiquitous exchange processes with the environ-
ment can be described with non-Hermitian terms [3–8]. The
interplay between topology and non-Hermiticity is far from
obvious. Non-Hermiticity may break topological quantization
[9,10], but may, as well, lead to new quantized observables
[11]. A recent surge in the research of non-Hermitian systems,
in particular of PT -symmetric systems [12,13] and of topo-
logical band theory [14–16], together with their experimental
realization [17–21] has brought much illumination upon the
subject.

II. MODEL

This paper discusses a fundamental topic: the lifetime of a
quantum state or, equivalently, the time until it dissipates, e.g.,
through emission of a photon. Here we consider systems with
a single dissipation channel |ψd〉,

ih̄
d

dt
|ψ(t )〉 = Ĥ |ψ(t )〉 − ih̄�|ψd〉〈ψd|ψ(t )〉. (1)

The Hermitian Hamiltonian Ĥ mediates coherent transport
and � is the rate for at which amplitude leaves the system.
This system is relevant to quantum transport to state |ψd〉
[22–27], to fluorescence with spontaneous emission from |ψd〉
[28], and to the unraveling of master equations [28–32].
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III. RESULT

We are interested in the random dissipation time T , which
is the time of first spontaneous photon emission. The quanti-
zation of the mean recurrence time in stroboscopically mea-
sured systems, discovered by Grünbaum et al. [33], and the
connection [34–43] between these and non-Hermitian systems
in the limit of short intervals between measurements suggest
a search for a quantization in the latter as well. Indeed, we
find that the mean dissipation time is quantized, provided
|ψ (t = 0)〉 = |ψd〉,

〈T 〉 = w

2�
. (2)

Besides �, 〈T 〉 only depends on w, the number of distinct
energy levels El (i.e., the eigenvalues of Ĥ ), that have overlap
with |ψd〉, i.e., which have eigenstates which are nonorthogo-
nal to |ψd〉. In other words, w is the number of energy levels
connected to the decay channel. w can only be altered by a
qualitative change of the energy spectrum. We show that it can
be interpreted as a topological invariant, the winding number
of a certain complex transformation of the resolvent R(s) :=
〈ψd|[s + iĤ/h̄]−1|ψd〉. The quantization is a consequence of
the discrete nature of the energy spectrum. Hence, a “change
of topological class” can be achieved by modifying either the
decay channel or the Hamiltonian Ĥ , e.g., through lifting its
degeneracies, as demonstrated later.

IV. QUANTIZATION

The quantization holds for a special initial condition,
namely, |ψ (t = 0)〉 = |ψd〉, as mentioned. In other cases,
it is obvious from a physical point of view that the mean
decay time depends on the separation between the initial and
target state, and hence cannot be so elegant. Therefore, to
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FIG. 1. The map C(�R(iω)) maps the imaginary axis B = iR to
a curve that winds −w times around the origin. This winding number
determines 〈T 〉 and equals the number of energy levels that have
eigenstates that are nonorthogonal to |ψd〉, as well as the number
of stationary points in a related electrostatic potential; see Fig. 3.
Here, w = 4 for the ring Hamiltonian, given by Eq. (11), with L = 6,
ε = 0, and � = 4γ /h̄. R(s) is the Hamiltonian’s resolvent of Eq. (6).
C(z) is explained below Eq. (5).

understand the behavior of 〈T 〉, we need to solve Eq. (1)
with the initial condition |ψd〉. This can be achieved via a
Laplace transform. Let the solution be |ψ (t )〉. Its squared
norm is the system’s survival probability that steadily de-
cays to zero. The negative derivative of this norm, F (t ) :=
−d/dt〈ψ (t )|ψ (t )〉 = 2�|〈ψd|ψ (t )〉|2, describes the instanta-
neous decay rate or the probability density function of the
decay time.1 In Appendix A, we obtain the Laplace transform
of “the wave function”2 �(t ) := 〈ψd|ψ (t )〉, namely, �(s) :=∫ ∞

0 dt e−st 〈ψd|ψ (t )〉. This is sufficient to obtain 〈T 〉, which is
the first moment of the distribution F (t ),

〈T 〉 =
∫ ∞

0
dt tF (t ) = 2�

∫
B

ds

2π i
�∗(−s)

(− d
ds

)
�(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:I (s)

. (3)

Here, f ∗(s) = [ f (s∗)]∗, z∗ is the complex conjugate of z, and
we have used standard rules to write the time-domain integral
as a Laplace-domain integral. The complex integral is taken
along the Bromwich path B = {0+ + iω|ω ∈ R}, which lies
immediately to the right of the imaginary axis and gathers all
residues of poles in the complex left-half plane. The integrand
as denoted in Eq. (3) is called I (s). Then,

�(s) = R(s)

1 + �R(s)
, R(s) := 〈ψd| 1

s + i
h̄ Ĥ

|ψd〉, (4)

1The normalization of F (t ) is the total dissipation probability Pd =∫ ∞
0 dt F (t ). Since the system is prepared in the decay state |ψd〉

initially, the theory of invariant subspaces ensures Pd = 1 [22]. This
is also confirmed from the small or large � expansions of F (t ); see
Appendix D.

2The (non-Hermitian) wave function of the system is |ψ (t )〉, the
solution given by Eq. (1). Since the specific component �(t ) :=
〈ψd|ψ (t )〉 is actually the only relevant part of the wave function for
our purpose, we took the freedom of identifying it as “the” wave
function.

where R(s) is the Hamiltonian’s resolvent. One finds that
R∗(−s) = −R(s) for s = iω. This allows one to rewrite the
integrand as a logarithmic derivative,

I (s) = − 1

4�2

d

ds
ln C(�R(s)), (5)

where C(z) = M(z)eM(z) and M(z) = (z − 1)/(z + 1). The
argument principle ensures that 2�〈T 〉 = w is given by the
winding number −w of the path C(�R(B)) around the origin,
which is depicted in Fig. 1.

To complete our argument, we need to specify
the Hamiltonian. We assume rather generally that
Ĥ = ∑

l El
∑gl

m=1 |El,m〉〈El,m|, and thus

R(s) =
w∑

l=1

pl

s + i
h̄ El

, (6)

where El are the gl -fold degenerate energy levels with eigen-
states |El,m〉. pl := ∑gl

m=1 |〈El,m|ψd〉|2 is the overlap of |ψd〉
with the El eigenspace, such that

∑w
l=1 pl = 1. Spectral

components absent in |ψd〉 are irrelevant. Equation (6) thus
expresses our assumption that there are w distinct energy
levels that appear in |ψd〉, and that the dissipation state is
orthogonal to any part of the Hilbert space that belongs to a
continuum of energy states. Any additional states that have ac-
cess only to |ψd〉, but are not considered “part of the system or
of the dynamics” would lead to a modified effective dissi-
pation strength � and can be neglected. Later, we will also
discuss the influence of energy states that only weakly overlap
with the detection state.

It turns out that R(s) maps the imaginary axis w times
to itself. In fact, each interval [−iEl+1,−iEl ) as well as the
outer segment [−i∞,−iEw ) ∪ [−iE0, i∞) is mapped to the
complete imaginary axis by R(s).3 The Möbius transform
M(z) maps B to the unit circle, which gets mapped to another
curve circling the origin by zez. The direction is reversed, and
hence the winding number is −w, and 〈T 〉 is related to this
topological invariant of C(�R(s)). Thus, Eq. (2) holds and
w is the number of distinct energy levels appearing in |ψd〉.
Application of the residue theorem to I (s) gives the same
result.

V. TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM

Let us now consider an elementary quantum optics model,
i.e., an atom with an excited (e) and a ground (g) state in
a continuous-wave (cw) field close to resonance. Under the
rotating wave approximation, the Schrödinger equation for
this system reads [44]

i

(
ψ̇e(t )
ψ̇g(t )

)
=

(
δ
2 



 − δ
2

)(
ψe(t )
ψg(t )

)
− i

(
� 0
0 0

)(
ψe(t )
ψg(t )

)
. (7)

Here, δ is the detuning, 
 is the Rabi frequency, and � is
the inverse lifetime of the excited state. Our theory claims
that the mean decay time depends only on � and the num-
ber w of energy levels whose eigenstates are nonorthogonal

3Figure 5 in the Appendix demonstrates this nicely.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Mean decay time (blue circles, left ordinate) and
Var[T ] (green triangles, right ordinate) for the two-level system with
detuning δ = 0.5� (w = 2). The mean decay time is quantized and
stays constant, except for vanishing Rabi frequency 
 (where w =
1). The fluctuations, however, diverge in this limit. (b) Conditional
mean dissipation time vs observation time � (see below) for the
same parameters with 
 = 0.1�−1. Full expression (symbols) and
approximation of Eq. (13) (solid line). Only for large � � 
−2, the
small overlap can be resolved in 〈Tc〉.

to |ψd〉 = |e〉 = (1, 0)T . Since the eigenstates of the Her-
mitian part of Eq. (7) are given by |E±〉 = N±[|g〉 + (δ ±√

δ2 + 4
2)|e〉/2], with appropriate normalization N±, we
find w = 2 and 〈T 〉 = �−1 from Eq. (2). The mean decay time
is equal to the inverse lifetime.

The exception occurs when the cw field is turned off and

 vanishes. Then, p− = |〈ψd|E−〉|2 = 0 and w drops to unity,
discontinuously halving 〈T 〉. As this point is approached, for
small but finite 
, the fluctuations Var[T ] of the decay time
diverge; see Fig. 2(a) and Appendix B. This divergence is
due to the tiny portion of the wave function that escapes to
the ground state before it decays. There it spends a long time
before returning to |ψd〉 = |e〉, where it can dissipate.

So far, we have focused on the mean of T and only briefly
on its fluctuations in an example. A complete picture from
the investigation of T ’s whole distribution shows that large
outliers and divergent fluctuations are a signature of every
critical point where the topological number changes.

VI. DISSIPATION TIME DISTRIBUTION

�(s) has w simple poles sp,l in the left-half plane that give
the wave function via the inverse Laplace transform and the
residue theorem,

�(t ) :=
w∑

l=1

Res
s→sp,l

�(s)est = 1

�

w∑
l=1

rle
sp,l t , (8)

where rl = �Ressp,l �(s) = R(sp,l )/R′(sp,l ) is the “residual
coefficient.” This sum identifies F (t ) = 2�|�(t )|2 as a sum of
exponential modes with decay rates −Re[sp,l + sp,l ′ ], oscillat-
ing with frequencies Im[sp,l − sp,l ′ ]. Integrating the resulting
F (t ) against tm yields the moment 〈T m〉 in terms of the poles

and residuals,

〈T m〉 = 2

�

w∑
l,l ′=1

m!rl r∗
l ′

(−sp,l − s∗
p,l ′ )

m+1
. (9)

Clearly, poles close to the imaginary axis give slowly decay-
ing modes in �(t ) and also dominate the sum in Eq. (9).
Knowing the poles sp,l of �(s) thus determines the full
distribution and all moments of the dissipation time. They
also appear as second-order poles in the integrand I (s) above.
Finding the poles is generally a hard task, which is greatly
facilitated by the following analogy, particularly close to the
critical points, when w changes.

VII. ELECTROSTATIC ANALOGY

Consider the following two-dimensional (2D) electrostatic
potential:

V (x, y) := x

�
+

w∑
l=1

pl ln
1

�

√
x2 +

(
y + El

h̄

)2

, (10)

which is constructed from a �-dependent constant force and w

2D point charges of magnitude pl at the positions (0,−El/h̄).
The potential has w stationary points defined by ∇(x,y)V =
0. Writing s = x + iy reveals that R(s) + 1/� = ∂V

∂x + ∂V
∂iy =

(1,−i) · ∇V , such that the poles sp,l of �(s), defined by
Eq. (4), must be equal to the potential’s stationary points
(similarly to [33]). This picture enables one to draw many gen-
eral conclusions about the position of the poles. For instance,
they all must have a negative real part due to the constant
force. Thus, F (t ) is bounded. The positions of the stationary
points can be predicted from an electrostatic force balance;
see Appendix C and Refs. [45,46]. In several limits,4 some
stationary poles move close to the imaginary axis (see Fig. 3)
and dominate the dissipation time statistics.

This helps with understanding the divergent fluctuations in
the two-level system: One charge p− ∼ (
/δ)2 vanishes with
diminishing Rabi frequency. This gives a small decay rate
Re[sp,−] ∝ −p−, coefficient r− ∝ p−, and, eventually, a large
Var[T ] ∝ 1/p− ∝ 
−2 from Eq. (9); see Fig. 2 and Appendix
B. Next, we discuss changing w by lifting degeneracies.

VIII. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

The tight-binding Hamiltonian is a basic transport model
with a degenerate spectrum,

Ĥ =
L∑

x=1

(εx|x〉〈x| − γ |x〉〈x + 1| − γ |x + 1〉〈x|). (11)

Here, γ is the hopping energy, and |x〉 are position eigenstates
on a ring with L sites and periodic boundary conditions |x +
L〉 = |x〉, where L is even. The random on-site energies εx

are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables
drawn uniformly from [−ε, ε]. We equip one site (rd) with

4In Appendix C, we consider the limits of vanishing charges, of ap-
proximate degeneracy, as well as vanishing and diverging dissipation
rate.
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(b)

(a)

FIG. 3. The poles sp,l (+) are the stationary points of a two-
dimensional (2D) electrostatic field V (s), [Eq. (10), heat map, stream
lines equal gradient], which consists of a constant force and point
charges at −El/h̄ on the imaginary axis of magnitude pl (blue
circles). Since all charges are positive, we have w stationary points
from electrostatics. The pole on the far left corresponds to a fast,
quickly decaying mode. Stationary points can be found close to weak
charges and pairs of close charges; see Appendix C. Both figures are
for the Hamiltonian (11) with L = 6, � = 4γ /h̄, and (a) ε = 0 and
(b) ε = 1γ .

a sink and set |ψd〉 = |rd〉 in Eq. (1). For vanishing ε, Ĥ has
(L − 2)/2 pairs of degenerate energy levels, which split up
for ε > 0. Clearly, there is a transition from w = (L + 2)/2
to w = L at ε = 0. However, the drastic change in the mean
is accompanied by seemingly moderate adjustments in the
distribution F (t ) when disorder is turned on. After some large
crossover time, disorder manifests in very slowly decaying
tails; see Fig. 4(a). A similar crossover effect was reported
in connection to a magnetic field in a ring [47].

When ε > 0 is nonzero, the degeneracy of the ring Hamil-
tonian’s energy levels is lifted, such that several charges split
up into pairs of distance O(ε). Close to each pair on the imag-
inary axis, a new stationary point emerges with Re[sp,l ] ∝
−ε2. The corresponding residual coefficient is also small,

(b)
(a)

FIG. 4. (a) Decay time distribution F (t ) for the disordered tight-
binding model with � = γ /h̄, L = 10, and ε = 0 (solid green line) or
ε = 0.125γ (dashed red line). Introduction of disorder only changes
the slow tails of F (t ) for large times. Before some crossover time,
both distributions are practically indistinguishable. (b) The condi-
tional mean dissipation time 〈Tc(�)〉 against observation time � for
the same model with ε = 1/1024γ . For short observation times,
degenerate energy levels cannot be resolved and appear as one,
resulting in a coarse-grained quantization. Only for large � � ε2,
the true value 〈Tc〉 = 〈T 〉 = w/(2�) emerges; see Eq. (14).

rl ∝ ε2 (see Appendix C), so that slow modes are only present
in the tails of F (t ). Due to these heavy tails, the variance
diverges like ε−2; see Eq. (9). This is a signature of the critical
point, where w changes, but makes the measurement of 〈T 〉
difficult.

IX. FINITE OBSERVATION TIMES

The culprit is rare outliers with very large values of T ,
which dominate the statistics and are problematic for realistic
experiments of finite duration. A realistic measurement of
T has a cutoff time �, and later dissipation events are not
recorded. The conditional dissipation time Tc(�) takes only
events smaller than � into account. Its mean is given by

〈Tc(�)〉 :=
∫ �

0
dt tF (t )

/ ∫ �

0
dt F (t ). (12)

This dramatically distorts the mean dissipation time close to
critical points, where w changes. 〈Tc(�)〉 can be expressed in
terms of the poles sp,l and coefficients rl , similar to Eq. (9);
see Appendix E. For the two-level system with small 
, one
finds

〈Tc(�)〉 ∼ 1

2�

[
2 −

(
1 + 2�
2�

�2 + δ2

)
e− 2�
2�

�2+δ2

]
, (13)

for large � and small 
. The result is plotted in Fig. 2(b).
It exhibits a transition between the true (w = 2) and the
apparent (wapp = 1) result due to the small charge p− ∝ 
2.
The crossover is controlled by the product 
2�, which can
assume small, intermediary, or large values. The same is
observed in the ring model, where pairs of energy levels split
up when ε > 0, leading to a crossover from wapp = 1 + L/2
to w = L; see Fig. 4(b). In general, when a system features
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w − wapp poles that are O(ε) close to the imaginary axis,5

then, as we show in Appendix E, 〈Tc(�)〉 will behave like

〈Tc(�)〉 ∼ wapp

2�
+ w − wapp

2�
g(ε�), ε → 0, � → ∞,

(14)
where g(x) is a monotonic scaling function with g(0) = 0 and
g(∞) = 1, computed from sp,l and rl , that mediates the transi-
tion between wapp and w. Therefore, 〈Tc(�)〉 can only resolve
energy differences of the order of 1/

√
� and small overlaps of

the order of 1/�. For smaller measurement times, the energy
levels will appear degenerate or missing, respectively; see
Figs. 2(b) and 4(b). Exactly the same behavior occurs in other
critical scenarios, where w changes; see Appendix E.

X. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Our most remarkable result is how 〈T 〉 completely lacks
any dependence on the system’s dynamical details. This re-
lies critically on the special preparation state |ψ (t = 0)〉 =
|ψd〉 and the finite dimensionality. Violating these conditions
breaks quantization to variable degrees, as we briefly discuss
in Appendix F and in more detail in a longer publication [48].

As mentioned in Sec. I, the quantization that we encounter
here is deeply connected to the quantization of 〈T 〉 in systems
subject to periodic strong measurements. Such systems in the
Zeno limit of a small period can be mapped to a strongly
dissipative (� → ∞) non-Hermitian system [34–43]. The
topological nature of the quantization is what guarantees its
general validity for all values of damping. In that sense, the
topological effects are robust. They are found far and close
to the Zeno limit, for both projective measurements and non-
Hermitian modeling.

Our assumption on a single dissipation channel is not
crucial. The above-mentioned quantization in repeatedly mea-
sured systems survives adding more channels [49]. Appendix
G provides preliminary numerical evidence that quantization
also holds in the multichannel case for general non-Hermitian
systems. Further work in this direction is clearly warranted.

Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy can be employed
to measure the dissipation time. A suitable transition between
an atomic or molecular ground state and some excited state is
isolated. A short π pulse prepares the system in the excited
state, from which it spontaneously decays under fluorescent
emission. T is the time between the π pulse and the de-
tection of the fluorescence photon and is measured using
time-correlated single-photon counting. T should be com-
pared with additional Rabi driving either present or absent.
Alternatively, cold-atom experiments can verify our findings.
In Ref. [21], the two hyperfine levels of a 6Li gas are coupled
via a radio-frequency field. A resonant optical beam is used to
move atoms from one of the levels to a third-excited level, thus
simulating dissipation. Both examples implement the afore-
mentioned two-level system. More complicated systems can
be engineered with “synthetic lattices” [20]. Measurements of
the population in the principal lattice yield F (t ).

5This is the case when w − wapp charges are small, i.e., of the order
of O(ε), or when a (w − wapp + 1)-fold degenerate energy level splits
under a perturbation of strength O(

√
ε).

We have herein discussed the topological effect in the mean
dissipation time in two finite-dimensional systems. Requiring
a realistic system to be finite dimensional (e.g., two level)
may appear questionable at first sight. Other atomic states
may become relevant and affect the dissipation time statistics,
which have been neglected in the model; for example, almost
degenerate energy levels or states with a very small overlap.
However, as we have demonstrated, their influence manifests
only in rare outliers in the regime where T is tremendously
large. They are invisible in experiments with a large, but not
infinite, observation time. The existence of these states con-
stitutes an upper limit to the temporal validity of our theory.
Thus, for all practical purposes, the finite-level approximation
is excellent.

We have investigated the dissipation time T through a
single channel |ψd〉 in an otherwise Hermitian system, demon-
strating how its mean is quantized and how its fluctuations
explode close to critical points where the topological number
w changes. We have discussed our findings in two examples
and how to implement our model experimentally in cold
atoms or fluorescence experiments.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE FORMAL SOLUTION

In this section, we derive the formal solution of Eq. (1).
This derivation closely follows Ref. [25].

We apply a Laplace transform to both sides of Eq. (1). We
write |ψ (s)〉 = L{|ψ (t )〉; s} := ∫ ∞

0 dt e−st |ψ (t )〉 and use the
initial condition |ψ (t = 0)〉 = |ψd〉:

ih̄[s|ψ (s)〉 − |ψd〉] = Ĥ |ψ (s)〉 − ih̄�|ψd〉〈ψd|ψ (s)〉. (A1)

Rearranging the equation yields

|ψ (s)〉 =
[

s + i

h̄
Ĥ

]−1

[|ψd〉 − �|ψd〉〈ψd|ψ (s)〉]. (A2)

When the equation is multiplied with 〈ψd| from the left and
solved for 〈ψd|ψ (s)〉 = �(s), Eq. (4) is obtained.

To see how F (t ) and �(t ) are related, one considers the
survival probability, whose negative derivative is equal to
F (t ). The survival probability is equal to the not yet decayed
probability, i.e., equal to the norm of the state |ψ (t )〉. We find

F (t ) = − d

dt
〈ψ (t )|ψ (t )〉

= −
(

d

dt
〈ψ (t )|

)
|ψ (t )〉 − 〈ψ (t )| d

dt
|ψ (t )〉

= − 〈ψ (t )|
[

i

h̄
Ĥ − i

h̄
Ĥ − 2�|ψd〉〈ψd|

]
|ψ (t )〉. (A3)

Hence, F (t ) = 2�|�(t )|2, as stated in the main text.
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To obtain 〈T 〉 in the Laplace domain, we write

〈T 〉 = lim
σ→0

2�

∫ ∞

0
dt e−σ t [�(t )]∗[t�(t )] (A4)

in terms of a Laplace transform. We have [�(t )]∗ → �∗(s)
and [t�(t )] → (−d/ds)�(s). Next, we use the fact that prod-
ucts in the time domain transform to convolutions in the image
domain,

〈T 〉 = lim
σ→0

2�

∫
B

ds

2π i
�∗(σ − s)

(
− d

ds

)
�(s), (A5)

where the integral only considers the poles of �(s). Taking
the limit yields Eq. (3).

APPENDIX B: THE TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM

The Schrödinger equation is given by Eq. (8) of the main
text. The energy levels (i.e., the eigenvalues of Ĥ ) are

E± = ± h̄δ

2

√
1 + x2. (B1)

The corresponding eigenstates are

|E±〉 = 1√
2(1 + x2 ± x

√
1 + x2)

(
1 ± √

1 + x2

1

)
, (B2)

where x := 2
/δ. From here, we obtain, with |ψd〉 = |e〉 =
(1, 0)T , the overlaps p± = |〈e|E±〉|2. These in turn give the
resolvent

R(s) = |〈ψd|E+〉|2
s + i

h̄ E+
+ |〈ψd|E−〉|2

s + i
h̄ E−

= s − i δ
2

s2 + δ2

4 + 
2
, (B3)

which yields two simple poles R(sp,±) = −1/�:

sp,± = −
{

�

2
± � + iδ

2

√
1 − y2

}
, (B4)

where y = 2
/(� + iδ). The residual coefficients are

r± = R(sp,±)

R′(sp,±)
= −�

2

y2

1 − y2 ∓
√

1 − y2
. (B5)

Using the poles and the residual coefficients, we can write
the wave function �(t ) from Eq. (8) of the main text. The
normalization Pd = ∫ ∞

0 dt F (t ) of the dissipation time distri-
bution F (t ) = 2�|�(t )|2 and the moments are obtained from
Eq. (9) of the main text. We find

Pd = 1, 〈T 〉 = 1

�
, Var [T ] = �2 + δ2 + 2
2

2�2
2
, (B6)

where, of course, Var[T ] = 〈T 2〉 − 〈T 〉2. For small Rabi fre-
quency, we find Var[T ] ∼ (�2 + δ2)/(2�2
2). These are the
quantities plotted in Fig. 2.

An exception occurs for vanishing Rabi frequency. Then
the decay state is an eigenstate of Ĥ and w is equal to one.
The resolvent reads R(s) = 1/(s + iδ/2) and there is only one
pole, sp = −� − iδ/2. In this case, we find

Pd = 1, 〈T 〉 = 1

2�
, Var [T ] = 1

4�2
. (B7)

APPENDIX C: CHARGE THEORY

Here, we investigate the position of the poles sp,l in several
limits using the electrostatic analogy. This treatment parallels
the one of Refs. [45,46].

The poles are the stationary points of the electrostatic
potential of Eq. (10). The corresponding electrostatic force is
denoted as Etot(s; ε), where ε denotes some small parameter
that is varied. Let the stationary points be sp(ε); then, we have

0 = Etot(sp(ε); ε) = 1

�ε

+ Rε(sp(ε)). (C1)

Depending on the situation, the dissipation strength or the
resolvent may depend on the perturbation parameter ε.

In each of the considered scenarios, we will find a relation
between the approach of sp(ε) to its limit point and the be-
havior of the residual coefficient r(ε) := Rε(sp(ε))/R′

ε(sp(ε)),
which possibly is true in general. Namely,

O(Re[sp(ε)]) = O(r(ε)), (C2)

as ε → 0. Although this relation is not terribly important, it
will be useful later to identify some asymptotically dominant
terms. We do not know how to prove it in general.

1. Small dissipation limit

First, we consider the case � → 0 (i.e., ε = �). This per-
turbation affects all stationary points. In this limit, the constant
force becomes especially strong and must be balanced by
an equally strong force from the point charges. The latter
diverges at the points −iEl/h̄ and the stationary points must
lie close to these poles. We thus make the ansatz sp,l (�) ∼
−iEl/h̄ + c� with some constant c to be determined. Plug-
ging this into Eq. (C1), we find that all forces but the l-th
charges are negligible,

0 = 1

�
+ pl

c�
+ O(1). (C3)

This gives

sp,l (�) ∼= − i

h̄
El − pl�. (C4)

The residual coefficients are given by

rl (�) = R(sp,l (�))

R′(sp,l (�))
∼ pl�, (C5)

showing Eq. (C2).

2. Strong dissipation limit

The next limit that we consider is the opposite of the earlier
one, namely, when � → ∞ (ε = 1/�). Again, all stationary
points will be affected by the perturbation. From Eq. (C1),
we learn that the stationary points sp(�) must lie where the
resolvent is very small. One of these areas is the far-left-half
plane because R(s) ∼ 1/s, as s → ∞. This determines one
point, which we call the “fast mode.” We thus make the ansatz
sp,0(�) ∼ −c� − iω0 and find

0 = 1

�
− 1

c�

{
1 − i

h̄

w∑
l=1

pl [h̄ω0 − El ]

}
. (C6)
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FIG. 5. The resolvent R(s), defined by Eq. (6), maps the imag-
inary axis w times to itself, where w is given by the number of
energy levels that have overlap with the decay state. Here we plot
R(s) for one realization of the disordered tight-binding model, given
by Eq. (15), with L = 6 and disorder strength ε = γ . The dash-dotted
vertical lines are the negative-energy levels −El/h̄. Each of the
intervals, [−El+1/h̄, −El/h̄), and the outer segments gets mapped
once to the complete imaginary axis (different colors). The inset
shows the curve C(�R(B)) in the complex plane (i.e., Fig. 1 from
the main text), whose winding number w determines the mean decay
time by Eq. (2).

This identifies c = 1, ω0 = ∑w
l=1 plEl/h̄ = 〈ψd|Ĥ |ψd〉/h̄,

and

sp,0(�) ∼ −� − i

h̄
〈ψd|Ĥ |ψd〉. (C7)

The remaining poles must lie close to the zeros −iωl of the
resolvent R(−iωl ). We make the ansatz sp,l (ε) ∼ −iωl + c/�
and find

0 ∼ 1

�
+ R(−iωl ) + R′(−iωl )

c

�
. (C8)

This gives c = −1/R′(−iωl ) and

sp,l (ε) ∼ −iωl − 1

�R′(−iωl )
. (C9)

As depicted in Fig. 5, the resolvent has w − 1 zeros, −iωl .
Each ωl lies between two neighboring energy levels El and
El+1; see Fig. 5. Since the resolvent is monotonously in-
creasing between these two levels, ωl is particularly easy to
find with standard root-finding algorithms such as the Newton
method.

The residual coefficients are given by

r0(�) ∼ �, rl (�) ∼ 1

�R′(−iωl )
. (C10)

Again, Eq. (C2) is confirmed.

3. Small charges

Here, we consider the case of vanishing charges. Assume
that of the total w charges pl , the first W < w are small
in the sense that pl (ε) → 0, for 1 � l � W , as ε → 0. The
corresponding energy levels El and thus the positions of the
charges remain unaffected.

The total electrostatic force splits up into a foreground and
a background part:

EBG(s) = Etot(s; 0) = 1

�
+

w∑
l=W +1

pl

s + i
h̄ El

. (C11)

The background force has w − W stationary points that do
not feel the perturbation at all. The remaining W poles can
be determined from a force balance between the background
force and the force of a single charge. Clearly, when pl (ε) →
0 for l � W , one stationary point will be pushed close to the
point −iEl/h̄. Other small charges pl ′ (ε) with l ′ �= l and l �
W are found to be negligible. We thus make the ansatz sp,l =
−iEl/h̄ + f (ε), and have

0 = pl (ε)

f (ε)
+ EBG(−iEl/h̄) + o(1). (C12)

From here, one determines f (ε) and finds

sp,l (ε) ∼ − i

h̄
El − pl (ε)

EBG
( − i

h̄ El
) , (C13)

as ε → 0 for 1 � l � W . The rate with which the charge
vanishes is the same rate with which the stationary point
approaches the charge. In contrast to the two previous sce-
narios, this rate can be different from charge to charge. In the
long-time limit of �(t ), only the fastest vanishing charge(s)
are relevant.

Finally, let us compute the residual coefficients of the
affected stationary points,

rl (ε) ∼ 1

�

pl (ε)[
EBG

( − i
h̄ El

)]2 . (C14)

This is yet another confirmation of Eq. (C2).
In the example of the two-level system, we have p− ∼

(
/δ)2, as 
 → 0. Furthermore, we have E− = −h̄δ/2 and
EBG(−iE−/h̄) = 1/� − i/δ. Thus, we find the dominant pole
and its residual coefficient,

sp,− ∼ i
δ

2
− 
2�

δ2 + �2
, r− ∼ − 
2

(δ − i�)2
. (C15)

Equation (9) gives the second moment of T . Taking only the
dominant contribution into consideration gives

Var [T ] ∼ 〈
T 2

〉 ∼ 4�|r|2
(−2Re[sp])3

= δ2 + �2

2�2
2
. (C16)

The same result is obtained from the leading order of Eq. (B6).

4. Approximate degeneracy

The last considered situation is when W charges are very
close. We write El (ε) = Ē + Ēlε, for 1 � l � W , as ε → 0.
Different from the last scenario, here we have to explicitly
assume that all charges converge with the same rate to Ē .
Since the parametrization is arbitrary, we assume it is linear
in ε. The perturbation does not affect all stationary points,
but only the first W − 1 ones. The remaining w − W + 1
stationary points are obtained from the background field,
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which treats the almost degenerate energy levels as one,

EBG(s) := Etot(s; 0) = 1

�
+

∑W
l=1 pl

s + i
h̄ Ē

+
w∑

l=W +1

pl

s + i
h̄ El

.

(C17)
The foreground field consists of the close charges only. For
s ≈ −iĒ h̄, the foreground field blows up like O(1/ε). We may
thus define

R̃(s) :=
W∑

l=1

pl

s + i
h̄ Ēl

. (C18)

With the ansatz sp,l (ε) ∼ −iĒ/h̄ − iω̃lε − σlε
2, we obtain the

equation

0 ∼ 1

ε
R̃(−iω̃l ) − σl R̃

′(−iω̃l ) + EBG
( − i

h̄ Ē
)
. (C19)

For it to be satisfied, we must choose −iω̃l as the zeros of R̃(s),
and σl = EBG(−iĒ/h̄)/R̃′(−iω̃l ). In summary, the stationary
points are

sp,l (ε) ∼ −EBG
( − i

h̄ Ē
)

R̃′(−iω̃l )
ε2 − i

h̄
(Ē + εω̃l ). (C20)

Finally, we compute the residual coefficients,

rl (ε) ∼ − ε2

�R̃′(−iω̃l )
, (C21)

and confirm Eq. (C2) once again.
This approximate-resonance scenario is exactly the rel-

evant one for a degenerate energy level that is broken
up by an external perturbation. Consider a Hamiltonian
Ĥε = Ĥ0 + εĤP. Ĥ0 has the g-fold degenerate energy level
Ē with eigenstates |Em〉. This basis is already chosen
such that 〈Em|ĤP|Em′ 〉 = Ēmδm,m′ . The corresponding over-
lap for the unperturbed energy level is p = ∑g

m=1 pm =∑g
m=1 |〈ψd|Em〉|2. Under the perturbation ĤP, the energy level

Ē will split up into Ē + εĒm. The overlaps will also split, but
in general none of them will vanish as ε → 0. If one of the
overlaps is zero without the perturbation, it will also remain
zero under the perturbation. We stress that a perturbation
of strength O(�E ) yields slow decay rates of the order of
O(�E2).

APPENDIX D: NORMALIZATION OF THE
DISSIPATION TIME DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we discuss the normalization Pd =∫ ∞
0 dt F (t ) of the dissipation time distribution. This is done

in two limits, � → 0 and � → ∞, using the results of the last
section.

From Eq. (9) with m = 0, we find, in the small dissipation
limit, using the above results for the poles and residual coeffi-
cients,

Pd =
∫ ∞

0
dt F (t ) = 1 +

w∑
l �=l ′=1

2�pl pl ′

(pl + pl ′ )� + i
h̄ (El − El ′ )

.

(D1)
Or, in short, Pd = 1 + O(�), as � → 0.

In the strong dissipation limit, we find that the fast mode
alone carries the normalization, as any terms involving ωl ,

l � 1 give a subdominant contribution only,

Pd ∼1 + Re
w−1∑
l=1

4λl

�2 + λl + i
h̄�(ωl − ω0)]

+
w−1∑

l,l ′=1

2λlλl ′

(λl + λl ′ )�2 + i
h̄�3(ωl − ωl ′ )

. (D2)

In short, Pd = 1 + O(�−2) as � → ∞.
Equations (D1) and (D2), together with overwhelming

numerical evidence, to be presented in Ref. [48], convince us
that Pd = 1 holds in general. In terms of the poles and residual
coefficients, this implies the following sum rule:

Pd =
w∑

l,l ′=1

rl r∗
l

(−sp,l − s∗
p,l ′ )

, (D3)

that we cannot prove in generality.
Exceptions to the rule Pd = 1 occur when |ψd〉 overlaps

with the continuous spectrum of the Hamiltonian or when
another initial condition is used.

APPENDIX E: FINITE OBSERVATION TIME

In this section, we investigate the influence of large outliers
in the dissipation time statistics. We start from Eq. (8), which
gives the dissipation time distribution in terms of the sta-
tionary points sp,l and the residual coefficients rl via F (t ) =
2�|�(t )|2:

F (t ) = 2

�

w∑
l,l ′=1

rl r∗
l ′e

t (sp,l +s∗
p,l′ )

. (E1)

An experimenter that does not wait infinitely long to record a
dissipation event, but rather some finite time �, does not see
F (t ). When he records a histogram of dissipation times and
removes from it all experiment runs with T > �, he measures
the conditional distribution Fc(t ) = F (t )/

∫ �

0 dt F (t ). Com-
puting the mean dissipation time from this distribution gives

〈Tc(�)〉 =
∫ �

0 dt tF (t )∫ �

0 dt F (t )
, (E2)

which is rewritten using Eq. (E1),

〈Tc(�)〉 =
2
�

∑w
l,l ′=1

rl r∗
l′ {1−[1−�(sp,l +s∗

p,l′ )]e
�(s

p,l
+s∗

p,l′ )}
(−sp,l −s∗

p,l′ )2

2
�

∑w
l,l ′=1

rl r∗
l′ [1−e

�(s
p,l

+s∗
p,l′ )

]
(−sp,l −s∗

p,l′ )

. (E3)

As � becomes very large, the expressions in the braces tend to
unity because Re[sp,l ] < 0. The denominator then converges
to the normalization of F (t )—one—and the numerator be-
comes the unconditioned dissipation time 〈T 〉. The effect of
finite observation times � < ∞ is encoded in this expression.

Let us consider a perturbation of strength ε that moves the
first W < w poles very close to the imaginary axis, but does
not significantly affect the other poles. That means we assume
that Re[sp,l ] = −εs̄l , for l = 1, . . . ,W where ε is small, but
Re[sp,l ] = O(1), for l > W . In the previous sections, we dis-
cussed several scenarios where this happens. There, we also
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saw that the corresponding residual coefficients vanish with
the same rate as Re[sp,l ]; see Eq. (C2). Therefore, we also take
rl = εr̄l , for l = 1, . . . ,W . Now, the leading order terms in

Eq. (E3) are collected. In the denominator, all summands with
l, l ′ � W are O(ε) and can be neglected. In the numerator, this
holds for all terms with l, l ′ � W and l �= l ′. We obtain

〈Tc(�)〉 ∼
2
�

∑w
l,l ′=W +1

rl r∗
l′ {1−[1−�(sp,l +s∗

p,l′ )]e
�(s

p,l
+s∗

p,l′ )}
(−sp,l −s∗

p,l′ )2

2
�

∑w
l,l ′=W +1

rl r∗
l′ [1−e

�(s
p,l

+s∗
p,l′ )

]
(−sp,l −s∗

p,l′ )

+
2
�

∑W
l=1

|r̄l |2
4s̄2

l
{1 − [1 + 2s̄lε�]e−2s̄l ε�}

2
�

∑w
l,l ′=W +1

rl r∗
l′ [1−e

�(s
p,l

+s∗
p,l′ )

]
(−sp,l −s∗

p,l′ )

. (E4)

Clearly, the first term corresponds to the unperturbed mean
dissipation time. Thus, when � is already so large that it
fully resolves the unperturbed dynamics, we can replace the
first term with 〈T 〉ε=0 = (w − W )/(2�). The same can be
said about the denominator of the second term, which can be
replaced with one, making a mistake of the order of O(ε).
The numerator of the second term, however, is not a function
of � or ε alone, but rather of ε�. Its argument can be small
or large, or anything in between. It thus describes a scaling
function, which we call g(x):

g(x) := 4

W

W∑
l=1

|r̄l |2
4s̄2

l

{1 − [1 + 2s̄l x]e−2s̄l x}. (E5)

We thus find

〈Tc(�)〉 = w − W

2�
+ W

2�
g(ε�). (E6)

From the definition of g(x), we find that g(x → 0) = 0
and g(x → ∞) = 1 + O(ε), such that it mediates a smooth
crossover between the perturbed and unperturbed dissipation
time as � increases.

For the two-level system with small Rabi frequency, we can
use Eqs. (B4) and (B5) to write 〈Tc(�)〉 explicitly. Expanding
the poles sp,± and the residual coefficients r± for small 
 and
plugging the result into Eq. (E4) yields

〈Tc(�)〉 ∼ 1

2�

[
1 − 2��e−2��

1 − e−2��

]

+ 1

2�

1 − [
1 + 2�
2�

�2+δ2

]
e− 2�
2�

�2+δ2

1 − e−2��
. (E7)

When � � 1/(2�), we can neglect all exponentials e−2��. In
this way, only functions of 
2� survive and we can identify
the scaling function g(x),

g(x) = 1 −
[

1 + 2�x

�2 + δ2

]
e− 2�x

�2+δ2 , (E8)

and find

〈Tc(�)〉 = 1

2�
[1 + g(
2�)]. (E9)

This is Eq. (13) of the main text and also the solid line plotted
in Fig. 2(b). The symbols in that figure are the full result from
Eq. (E3).

APPENDIX F: GENERAL PREPARATION STATES

Our main result, i.e., the strict quantization of the mean
dissipation time, crucially depends on the choice of the initial

state, |ψin〉 = |ψ (t = 0)〉 = |ψd〉. In this section, we briefly
present the system’s behavior for different initial states, which
are close to the dissipation state. In particular, we consider
here the tight-binding model on the ring with six sites without
disorder, i.e., Eq. (11) with L = 6 and ε = 0. The dissipation
channel is localized on the L-th site |ψd〉 = |L〉 = |6〉 and the
initial state is chosen to be

|ψin〉 = √
1 − δ|6〉 +

√
δ|3〉, (F1)

such that the overlap between the initial and detection states
is given by |〈ψin|ψd〉|2 = 1 − δ, where δ is chosen small.
The rescaled mean dissipation time for these parameters is
depicted in Fig. 6 as a function of � for three values of δ. As
we will explore in more generality in another publication [48],
the mean dissipation time is approximately quantized as long
as either δ or � is very small. For general initial states, one
finds that 〈T 〉 ∼ �, which explains the seemingly parabolic
shape of the curves in Fig. 6. There are, however, more pitfalls
because dissipation is not necessarily ensured for general
initial states. This means that possibly Pd = ∫ ∞

0 dt F (t ) < 1,
such that 〈T 〉 = ∫ ∞

0 dt tF (t )/Pd can only be interpreted in a
conditional sense.

APPENDIX G: MULTIPLE DISSIPATION CHANNELS

In this section, we push the analogy between the
non-Hermitian Schrödinger equation and unitary evolution

FIG. 6. Initial state different from dissipation state; here, for the
tight-binding model, given by Eq. (11), with L = 6 and ε = 0. The
initial state is given by Eq. (F1), and δ = 1 − |〈ψin|ψd〉|2 quantifies
the (large) overlap between the initial and dissipation states. Discrep-
ancies from the quantized result (w = 4, solid line) are proportional
to δ. They vanish as � goes to zero, but are significant for larger �.
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FIG. 7. Rescaled mean dissipation time for a line with six sites
and three dissipation channels, |ψ1

d 〉 = |1〉, |ψ2
d 〉 = |2〉, and |ψ3

d 〉 =
|4〉. The straight line depicts the quantized mean for the mixed initial
condition. The symbols depict the mean dissipation time when the
system is prepared in each individual dissipation state (although
all three channels are dissipative). Each individual curve is not
quantized, but their average is. Here, w = 3 and d = 3.

disturbed by projective stroboscopic measurements. Con-
sider a system with Hamiltonian Ĥ = ∑

l P̂lEl , where P̂l =∑gl
m=1 |El,m〉〈El,m|. After every interval of length τ , a projec-

tive measurement tests whether the system resides in some de-
tection space with orthogonal projector D̂ := ∑d

j=1 |ψ j
d 〉〈ψ j

d |,
with 〈ψ j

d |ψ j′
d 〉 = δ j, j′ . The random time T = nτ of the first

successful detection attempts is the first-detection time. Ref-
erence [49] proved that the mean first-detection time is quan-
tized by 〈T 〉 = (w/d )τ , provided that the system is prepared
in a completely mixed state over the detection subspace, i.e.,
ρ̂in = D̂/d . Our followup manuscript [48] investigates the
equivalence between the first-detection time and the mean dis-
sipation time in depth for d = rank D̂ = 1. From this equiva-
lence and the quantization for higher-dimensional subspaces

in the quantum first-detection problem, we conjecture that
the mean dissipation time for the non-Hermitian Schrödinger
equation is also quantized for more than one dissipation
channel.

More precisely, consider the non-Hermitian Schrödinger
equation:

ih̄
∂

∂t
|ψ (t )〉 = Ĥ |ψ (t )〉 − ih̄�D̂|ψ (t )〉, (G1)

with D̂ as before. The system is prepared in the mixed initial
state ρ̂in = D̂/d; that is to say, with probability 1/d , one
chooses the pure initial state |ψ (t = 0)〉 = |ψ j

d 〉. Let Û (t ) :=
e−i(t/h̄)Ĥ−t�D̂; then, the momentary probability of absorption is
clearly given by F (t ) = 2�Tr[D̂Û (t )ρ̂in[Û (t )]†]. Translating
the stroboscopic result, we conjecture a rational quantization,

〈T 〉 = w

2d�
, (G2)

where d = rankD̂ is the number of different dissipation chan-
nels and the winding number is w = ∑

l rank[D̂P̂l ]; see The-
orem 3.2 in Ref. [49]. Equation (2) of the main text is a
special case of this equation with d = 1. The new definition
of the winding number implies that each degenerate energy
level may contribute to a variable extent, depending on the
symmetry properties of the dissipation states.

We tested this hypothesis in a simple line Hamiltonian
with six sites, i.e., Eq. (11) with L = 6, ε = 0 and reflecting
boundary conditions. In Fig. 7, we depicted the rescaled mean
dissipation time �〈T 〉 for the case when |ψ1

d 〉 = |1〉, |ψ2
d 〉 =

|2〉, and |ψ3
d 〉 = |4〉. Clearly, the above-defined dissipation

time is an average of three constituents, 〈T (ψ j
d )〉. These are

the dissipation times for a system prepared in the pure state
|ψ j

d 〉. Interestingly, these individual dissipation times are not
quantized and exhibit some nontrivial dependence on �. Their
average, however, is quantized, as shown in Fig. 7.
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